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1. Fork bracket (version may vary)
2. Screw for 4mm Allen key
3. Nut for 8mm wrench
4. E I A, K front reflector works as ON/OFF switch
5. Flap
6. Removable protective cover
7. Transport info tape
General information on H-IKE
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Congratulations! You are a member of the selected group of individuals biking with
Herrmans’ innovative LED Battery front light – H-IKE – especially developed for the
demanding climate in northern Europe.
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The lamp has an optimized light pattern for the rider. The lamp produces a very
homogenous beam of up to 15 LUX at 10 meters’ distance. H-IKE has excellent side
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visibility and the visor prevents disturbing light in the riders eyes. The integrated E I A, K
approved reflector works as ON/OFF switch.
There are several different bracket alternatives. The H-IKE is also theft preventing since you need tools to remove the light from the bicycle.
The robust and impact resistant construction ensures that the lamp will not break into pieces if the bike falls.
The “Made in Finland” label is a guarantee of quality. The H-IKE complies with the lamp traffic regulations in Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Finland, Belgium, Holland, Austria and Switzerland. We wish You good visibility on your bike rides!
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Mounting instructions
Fasten bracket (1) to the front fork of the bicycle. If your bicycle has a lamp bracket on the side of the front fork, the lamp can be
mounted there without using the supplied bracket. Angle the lamp according to the area you want lit up, but do not aim it so high as to
dazzle on-coming traffic. We recommend that you align the beam on the road until a distance of approximately 10m. Tighten the screw
(2) and the nut (3) sufficiently to prevent the lamp from moving on its own and to avoid any unintended misalignment of the head lamp.
Function

Replacing batteries

Remove the transport tape (7) to connect the batteries.
Move the front reflector (4) down to place the light in ON
mode. Move the front reflector back up to place it in OFF
mode.

Untighten the screw (2) from the nut (3) and bracket (1). Place
one finger on the flap (5) and carefully slide open the protective
cover (6). Replace all three AAA batteries. Assemble in reverse
order.
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Light spread when
H-ike is mounted on
top of the front fork
of
a
standard
bicycle.

